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Chapter 8  Earth System Evolution

Think About It 
Previously, you looked at the This Dynamic Planet map. Look 
again at this map. Think about all the large-scale geologic events 
that have played a role in producing Earth’s rocks, landforms, 
continents, and oceans. 

• What were some of the major events in the evolution of 
the geosphere?

• What would a cross section through a continent look like?

• What might this cross section tell you about the evolution 
of the geosphere?

Record your ideas about these questions in your Geo log. Make 
a few quick sketches to support your thoughts. Be prepared to 
discuss your responses with your small group and the class.

Investigate
In this Investigate, you will explore Earth’s geologic provinces to 
understand how the continents have developed through geologic 
time. Then you will look at the geology of the rocks that underlie 
the North American continent. You will be looking for clues about 
its geologic development.

Learning Outcomes
In this section, you will

• Describe the formation and 
development of Earth’s 
geosphere.

• Analyze the spatial distribution 
of major regions of the 
geosphere.

• Identify processes that are of 
primary importance to the 
operation of the geosphere.

Section 1 The Evolution of the Geosphere
What Do You See?
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Section 1  The Evolution of the Geosphere

Part A: Earth’s Geologic Provinces

 1. Examine the map of Earth’s geologic 
provinces and its legend. A geologic 
province is a large region of Earth’s 
surface with a common geologic history. 
Also, have a copy of the This Dynamic 
Planet map available for comparison. 

a) Describe the age distribution of 
oceanic crust.

Craton: A large stable part of continental 
crust. It has undergone little deformation 
for a long period. The central cratons 
of the continents include both shields
and platforms. 

Shield: A large area of rocks that form the 
roots of a continent. A shield is a part of 
a craton. They commonly have a gently 
convex surface. They are surrounded by 
sediment-covered platforms.

Platform: The part of a continent covered 
by fl at-lying or gently tilted sedimentary 
strata, above the older basement rocks. 
A platform is a part of a craton. 

Orogen: A linear or arc-shaped region. 
The region has been subjected to intense 
folding and other deformation during the 
tectonic cycle. 

Basin: A low-lying area of Earth’s crust 
in which sediments have accumulated.

Large Igneous Province: Extremely large 
accumulations of any kinds of igneous 
rocks, usually greater than 100,000 km2 in 
area. Most are connected to rising plumes 
in the mantle or to plate tectonic processes.

Extended Crust: A province of thinned 
crust (> 50 percent) due to extension. 
An example, is The Basin & Range, 
North America. 

 2. Examine the map on the next page that 
shows the age in which the last major 
event to influence the structure of the 
crust took place. 

a) Describe the spatial distribution of 
age on Earth’s geologic provinces.

b) Why is oceanic crust, on average, 
much younger than continental crust?

A map of Earth's geologic provinces.
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  A map showing the age in which the last major event to influence the structure of the 
crust took place. 

Era Age 
(Ma)

Time 
Span 

(million 
years)

Cenozoic and Mesozoic 0–251 251

Paleozoic 251–542 291

Late Proterozoic 542–900 358

Middle Proterozoic 900–1600 700

Early Proterozoic 1600–2500 900

Archean > 2500 —

 3. Examine the North American 
continent on the map of Earth’s 
geologic provinces. 

a) Describe its structure. 

b) Explain its structure.

 4. Compare the representation of North 
America on the two maps. 

a) What kinds of plate boundaries 
would you expect along the east 
and west coasts of North America? 
Explain your answer.

b) What kinds of plate boundaries 
actually occur there? What does 
this tell you?

 5. Examine the Scandinavian crustal region. 

a) What kind of plate boundary would 
you expect there? 

b) What kind of plate boundary occurs 
there? What does this tell you?

 6. Examine the Indian and Asian 
continental landmass. 

a) Describe its structure.

b) Compare its structure to 
North America. 

c) Why do you think it is possible 
that at this location there can be 
an orogen between two shields? 

 7. Scientists know that the oceans are 
gigantic sediment basins. 

a) Are there any basins located on 
the margins of continents? Where 
are they?

b) Account for their locations.

 8. Find any features/superimposed features 
that do not fit the general structures of 
the continents you described earlier. 

a) Where are they located?

b) Account for their locations.
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Part B: The Structure of the North 
American Continent

 1. Examine the map showing the basement 
of the North American continent. The 
basement consists of the rocks at the 
bottom of the crust. Basement rocks are 
usually very old. Often, they are more 
than 500 million years old.

a)  Describe the age distribution of the 
basement rocks (oldest to youngest 
rocks).

b)  What are the processes by which a 
continent grows?

c)  What evidence is there on the map 
for these processes?

d)  What do you think will happen to 
the North American continent in 
the distant geologic future? What 
evidence do you have to support 
your ideas? A map showing the basement of the North 

American continent. 

Section 1  The Evolution of the Geosphere

GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE GEOSPHERE
In the Investigate, you looked at maps of Earth’s various geologic 
provinces. These are large regions of Earth’s surface with a common 
geologic history. You identified the ages of these provinces. You also 
examined the This Dynamic Planet map. You saw that different parts of 
the geosphere can have vast differences in age. The oldest oceanic crust 
is not older than 200 million years. However, continental rocks are much 
older. They tell a longer history of the geosphere. 

Scientists agree that Earth formed about 4.6 billion years ago. Back 
then, Earth was probably fairly small. It was about one third its current 
size. The planet grew as it attracted debris in the solar system. For 
the first 500 million years, Earth was a hostile place. There were many 
volcanoes on its surface. Also, it was hit often by many meteorites. 

Digging Deeper

Geo Words
geologic province: 
a large region of 
Earth’s surface with 
a common geologic 
history.
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Figure 1 A view of what Earth’s surface looked like during the Hadean.

This provided much of Earth’s internal heat. It kept the surface of the 
young Earth molten. Scientists have calculated that the heat flow in the 
very young Earth was three times that of today. Today, only the Moon 
clearly shows the scars of many meteorite impacts. No clear evidence of 
this period remains on Earth. This mysterious Earth of 4.6 to 3.8 billion 
years ago is called the Hadean. It is named after Hades, the god of the 
underworld in Greek mythology.

The bombardment of Earth’s surface 
began to slow down. Then Earth 
began to cool from the outside. The 
surface cooling allowed some minerals 
to crystallize. They formed scum-like 
patches on the molten surface. These 
patches of the early crust were able to 
move around a lot. The young unstable 
surface was easily destroyed by melting. 
The melting resulted from the impact 
of meteorites. Some of the melted 
material was recycled into the mantle. 
Because of high temperatures in the 
upper mantle, most of the oceanic and 
continental crust that formed during 
this time was likely basalt. The minerals 
in basaltic crust are stable at higher 
temperatures. They can crystallize, Figure 2 Zircon is the oldest mineral 

on Earth.
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like those at mid-ocean ridges. However, the melting and remelting 
of basaltic crust eventually formed granites out of the recycled rock. 
The crust and mantle were most likely far too hot for plate tectonics to 
operate as they do today. 

Earth’s oldest continental materials are tiny crystals of zircon. (Its 
chemical name is zirconium silicate.) Zircon is hard and durable. It was 
originally formed in igneous rocks. These rocks were later weathered and 
recycled into younger sedimentary rocks. The age of one of these crystals 
is 4.4 billion years old! The date is not 100 percent accurate. However, it 
does indicate that minerals formed a crust more than 4 billion years ago. 

Crustal Evolution
The oldest known rock on Earth is about 4.1 billion years old. It is a 
granodiorite from Canada’s Northwest Territories. It formed below the 
surface as an igneous rock. Its chemistry is somewhere between that of 
granite and diorite. Granodiorite is usually formed at subduction zones. 
It is possible that plate tectonics was very active over 4 billion years ago. 
There probably were many very small plates. Collisions of these plates 
would have formed island arcs. As plates joined together, the first small 
continents formed. This process is called accretion. Southwest Greenland 
contains the oldest preserved crust of a continental landmass. It is 
3.8 billion years old. It is Earth’s oldest surviving accretionary orogen. 
Here, oceanic lithosphere was subducted, and new continental crust 
was produced. However, it is highly fragmented and metamorphosed. 
This makes it difficult to study. 

Subduction of the young crust was very important for the early 
development of continents. Continental collisions result in subduction that 
melts the leading edges of plates. As a result, andesitic magma forms. 
This type of magma has a lower density than surrounding crustal rocks. 
Rising plumes of light, andesitic magma form circular or oval-shaped 
batholiths in the crust. They make it not only less dense, but thicker. 
This increases its buoyancy. This makes these parts of the crust difficult 
to subduct under other plates. As a result, these parts of the crust are 
not recycled into the mantle. They remain on the surface where they are 
subjected to billions of years of erosion. The thicker crust is also better 
insulated from the upper mantle and becomes more stable. These areas of 
the crust form continental shields. Only a few locations on Earth contain 
continental shields. Canada, Australia, and Africa all contain rocks older 
than 3.7 billion years. Most other rocks from Earth’s deep geologic history 
have either been metamorphosed, eroded, or melted entirely. 

Geologically important rocks are found around the shields. These are 
called greenstones. They occur as gigantic belts that can be several 
thousands of kilometers in length. The name comes from the green 
mica-like minerals they contain. Greenstone belts consist of a mix of 
metamorphosed lava flows and sediments from chains of volcanic 

Section 1  The Evolution of the Geosphere

Geo Words
orogen: a linear or 
arc-shaped region 
that has been 
subjected to intense 
folding and other 
deformation during 
the tectonic cycle.

shield: a large area of 
rocks that form the 
roots of a continent. 
Shields are part 
of a craton. They 
commonly have a 
gently convex surface 
and are surrounded 
by sediment-covered 
platforms.

greenstone: green 
colored metamorphic 
rocks formed from 
dark igneous rocks 
that often occur 
in belts within 
Precambrian shields.
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Chapter 8  Earth System Evolution

islands. They often indicate the island arcs that formed between Earth’s 
oldest colliding continents. Remember that subduction made the shields 
less dense and harder to subduct. There is another important process 
that occurs when continents collide. Great slices of the ocean floor get 
plastered onto the edge of an overriding plate. The nucleus of a shield 
grows around the edges by the addition of rocks. These rocks contain 
dark minerals and basaltic compositions from the seafloor.

Figure 3 A map of Archean greenstone locations.

Greenstone belts provide evidence of the ocean floor billions of years ago. 
Their mineral composition is controlled by the chemistry of magma. It also 
depends on the temperature at which the magma cooled. In South Africa, 
the Barberton Supergroup is one of the most unique greenstone belts 
on Earth. The stack of rocks is 3.6 to 3.2 billion years old. It is over 18 km 
thick. It has remained largely unchanged for 3 billion years. The lower 7 km
includes preserved lava flows from Earth’s primitive oceanic crust. They 
contain pillow structures like those that form today on modern ocean 
floors. Scientists have melted samples of the structures in the lab. From 
this, they have determined that the structures formed at temperatures 
between 1300°C and 1650°C. Today, basaltic lavas erupting on ocean 

Geo Words
supergroup: a very 
large stratigraphic 
unit consisting of 
many important 
smaller groups.
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floors are rarely above 1200°C. This indicates that the surface of the early 
geosphere was similar to today’s geosphere. However, the interior was 
much hotter. Earth has cooled significantly over the past 3 billion years. 
It continues to slowly lose heat. 

Plumes of granodiorite are common in greenstone belts. They cause 
shields to dome upward. Trapped between the rising domes, the 
greenstones became strongly folded and metamorphosed. They 
generate high-grade rocks such as gneiss. Ancient blocks of crust with 
greenstone-granodiorite-granite rocks are called cratons. This helps to 
tell the difference between them and later-formed continental crust. 
For example, the core of southern Africa is called the Kaapvaal Craton. 
Today, it is buried beneath younger rocks. This ancient continent once 
contained parts of Western Australia, Madagascar, and India. At about 
the same time, other cratons formed in other parts of Earth. They formed 
in Antarctica, Brazil, Canada, Finland, Siberia, and Greenland. 

 Figure 4 Diagram showing greenstone formation.

Section 1  The Evolution of the Geosphere 

Geo Words
craton: a large stable 
part of continental 
crust that has 
undergone little 
deformation for 
a long period. 
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Weathering and the Early Rock Cycle
Three billion year old sedimentary rocks form the top part of the 
Barberton Supergroup. The rock is about 2.5 km thick. These rocks 
indicate that Earth’s young, very small continents were subject to 
weathering and erosion. At this time, there was no soil or plants on land. 
The atmosphere had yet to develop free oxygen. It was mostly water 
vapor, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. The atmosphere back then was more 
powerful at decomposing rocks than today. The surfaces of the young 
continents were rapidly stripped of weathered particles. Rains washed 
their rocky surfaces. Sediment was transported by rivers. It was deposited 
around the edges of the continents. Coarse sediments were deposited in 
shallower water. They formed conglomerates and sandstones. Ripples and 
bedding structures also formed. They were similar to those seen in the 
ocean today. Finer sediments were transported into deeper water. They 
formed mudstones. These rocks indicate that the rock cycle was in full 
operation more than 3.5 billion years ago.

Development of the Magnetosphere
The loss of heat from Earth’s exterior allowed its interior structure to 
develop. As molten iron solidified, it created the dense, solid inner core 
at the center of the planet. The core has remained solid because of 
enormous pressures. The outer core is liquid. Motion in the iron-rich outer 
core continuously generates electrical currents. This in turn produces 
Earth’s magnetic field. You may recall from physics classes the effect of 
rotating a bar magnet through an electrical field. A similar effect occurs
in Earth’s core. It is called the dynamo effect. Earth’s magnetic field is
self-sustaining. It is able to maintain itself. 

Figure 5 Image showing the magnetic field of Earth. 
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Section 1  The Evolution of the Geosphere

Geo Words
terrane: a region 
of crust added to a 
craton from a tectonic 
plate as a result of 
accretion. 

basement: the 
lowermost units 
of rocks that can 
be mapped (often 
Precambrian in age) 
in a region. The units 
are often igneous and 
metamorphic. 

The magnetic field shields Earth from the solar wind. Without the 
magnetic field, the constant stream of particles from the Sun would
have eroded Earth’s atmosphere. It would be lost into space. 

When igneous rocks cool, magnetic minerals record the direction and 
strength of Earth’s magnetic field. Rocks from the Kaapvaal Craton in 
South Africa are 3.5 billion years old. They indicate the presence of a 
magnetic field early in Earth’s history. Earth’s magnetic field moves in
a complex pattern. The geologic record shows that the magnetic poles 
have reversed many times. The last time was 780,000 years ago.

The Development of the North American Continent

Large fragments of the crust are called terranes. The various terranes 
of the North American continent show how continents grow largely by 
accretion. The huge continental mass is the North American Craton. Its 
basement, like the oldest rocks in most continents, is now covered by 
younger sedimentary rocks. Drilling through the crust reveals various 
basement rocks. These rocks vary in age. Look at the terranes of Virginia 
shown in Figure 6. Each terrane was added by being welded to the 
continent during the process of subduction.

Figure 6 The eastern part of North America consists of a number of terranes that 
formed both before and after Pangea split.
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Figure 7 The development of the Appalachian Mountains.
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The Appalachian Mountains formed when the rocks were trapped in the 
basins between the North American and African continents. The rocks 
were squeezed together to fold and fault. Intense deformation produced 
high-grade metamorphic rocks. These were pushed upward to form 
mountains. The rocks at the edges of the plates were also welded 
together and thrust upward. This added to the mountain block, or 
orogen. This is one way that crust is welded to a continent by accretion 
along its margin. The Appalachian mountain chain continues northward 
into Nova Scotia. Other parts of the chain were separated by the opening 
of the Atlantic Ocean. They are found in Ireland, Western England, 
Scotland, and Norway. 

The young Appalachians may have been as high as the Himalayas are 
today. The mountains have since been worn down by erosion. As the 
mountains are eroded, the debris is transported by rivers to the coast. 
The terrane becomes buried by 
a thick sedimentary cover. The 
sedimentary deposits cause the 
continent to grow more in size.

The Development of the North 
American Cordillera
The western edge of North America 
was also built up by a succession of 
accreted terranes. The Cordillera 
(coastal mountain ranges) make up 
the outer parts of North America. 
They are the youngest of the major 
tectonic units of the continent. They 
are less than 500 million years old. 
The accreted terranes on the West 
Coast are made of sediments. These 
sediments were scraped off of the 
subducting Pacific Ocean crust. This 
took place as the oceanic crust was 
thrust under the North American 
Plate. Terranes vary greatly in 
composition. In general they are 
made up of blocks of oceanic 
crust (basalts and greenstones) 
and overlying sedimentary rocks 
(limestones, cherts, shales, and 
sandstones). Sometimes they 
contain chunks of mantle rock that 
were forced to Earth’s surface. Figure 8 The geologic terranes of the west 

coast of the North American continent.
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The Pacific Northwest was not always a subduction zone. Prior to the 
Triassic Period, North America was part of Pangea. At that time, the coast 
of North America was along the west side of Idaho. Pangea split apart 
225 to 200 million years ago. As it did, North America began to move 
west into the neighboring oceanic plate. New terrane was welded onto 
the west coast of the continent by accretion. Subduction formed volcanic 
mountains. Also, stresses in the crust folded and faulted rocks to form 
mountain ranges. 

Figure 9 Map showing the distribution of the Sierra Nevada Batholith. 

Around 210 million years ago, subduction resulted in a huge amount of 
magma. This magma rose to the surface. It formed the Sierra Nevada 
Batholith. Different generations of coarse-grained, pale granitic rocks 
were added to the crust. This took place for more than 100 million years. 
Scientists think that around 90 million years ago, the zone of accretion 
shifted west to the coastal ranges.

About 165 million years ago, the supercontinent called Gondwanaland 
split. It became Europe, Asia, North and South America, Africa, Australia, 
and Antarctica. As the crust thinned and rifted, huge outpourings formed 
continental flood basalts. The continents continued to separate. Today, 
the deposits are found on different continents. Among the most famous 

Geo Words
flood basalt: a vast 
accumulation of 
mostly horizontal 
basalt formed by 
multiple eruptions 
from fissures.
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are the Deccan Traps in India, the Ferrar Dolerites in Antarctica, the 
Parana Basalts in Brazil, the Karoo Dolerites in South Africa, and the 
Palisades Sill in the eastern United States.

Flood basalts are also connected with the modern Cascadia Subduction 
Zone. On the West Coast, this active margin has many earthquakes and 
active volcanoes. Fissures or long cracks in the crust often form from 
tectonic activity. Flood basalts can spew out over periods of time. These 
periods can be as short as a few hundred years, or even days. About 
17 to 12 million years ago, fissures several kilometers long released 
170,000 km3 of basalt lava. It was spread over 500,000 km2 of Oregon 
and Washington. The flood basalts were 1100°C. They formed layers 
600 m thick. Basaltic lava has a low viscosity. It may have flowed at 
speeds of 5 km/h. Sections of this gigantic deposit reached 190 km in 
length. These sections flowed 600 km to the Pacific Ocean. The overlying 
mass of gigantic sill of basalt caused the crust to subside. It formed the 
Columbia Basin (Plateau). 

  Figure 10 The distribution of flood basalts in the Pacific Northwest 
of North America. 
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Figure 11 shows a map of the seismic velocities beneath the North 
American Continent. Areas with low seismic velocities are shown in 
blue. Red indicates areas with high seismic velocities. Earlier you learned 
that the speed of seismic waves traveling through Earth is controlled by 
temperature and density. The faster velocities of the West Coast compared 
to the East Coast are due to active subduction. The western margin of the 
North American continent still grows today. 

 

 Figure 11 Seismic anomaly map of North America. 

Checking Up
1. When did the 

period of heavy 
bombardment of 
Earth end?

2. What is Earth’s 
oldest mineral?

3. What are the parts 
of a continent?

4. What is accretion?

5. Why does Earth 
have a magnetic 
field?

Think About It Again 
At the beginning of this section, you were asked the following:

• What were some of the major events in the evolution of the geosphere?

• What would a cross section through a continent look like?

• What might this cross section tell you about the evolution of the geosphere?

Record your ideas about these questions now. Refer to the various parts of the 
geosphere and their geologic history in your answer.

Reflecting on the Section and the Challenge
In this section, you looked at where the major regions of the geosphere are 
found. The largest regions you studied were the geologic provinces that make 
up the continents. You also investigated smaller geologic units. These are 
called terranes. They are located on the mountainous coasts of North America. 
Understanding the geologic history of these regions will help you to think about 
the different stages in the evolution of the rocky part of the planet or moon that 
you select for your Chapter Challenge. 
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Understanding and Applying

 1. What does the Moon reveal about the young Earth?

 2. Why are clues about the origin of the crust not found in oceanic crust?

 3. Has plate tectonics always operated on Earth? Explain your answer.

 4. a) How does andesitic magma form?

b) What important role does it play in the development of continents?

 5. Describe the relationship between shields, platforms, orogens, and cratons.

 6. What important clues do greenstones reveal about the young Earth?

 7. Why is the Blue Ridge in the Appalachians much older than neighboring rocks?

 8. The cooling of the young Earth had many major effects on the Earth system. 
Name two of them and describe their importance to other spheres.

 9. Preparing for the Chapter Challenge

Record the sequence and timing of major events in the geosphere. Decide which 
processes are most important to how the geosphere operates. Also determine which of 
Earth’s other spheres have had important interactions during the development of the 
geosphere. Be sure to collect and design images you will use in your script. This paper 
will help you to compare the evolution of the rocky part of Earth with another planet 
or moon in the solar system.

Triton is the largest moon of Neptune.

Section 1  The Evolution of the Geosphere
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Inquiring Further
 1. Bowen’s reaction series 

Bowen’s reaction series describes the crystallization sequences of minerals that form 
from a cooling melt. Explore the relationship between crystallization and temperature. 
Use this to explain why Earth’s young crust was most likely basalt.

 2. The ocean floor in the mountains of Oman

The largest and best preserved sheet of oceanic crust and upper mantle (> 10,000 km2) 
that has been thrust onto the continents is found in Oman, in the Middle East. 
Thrusting occurred on the Arabian continental margin during the Late Cretaceous 
Period. Oceanic crust is thrust onto the continents in sheets called ophiolites. Find 
out more about ophiolites and what they tell scientists about plate tectonic processes. 

 3. The Ontario impactor

Around 4 billion years ago a massive asteroid landed in what is today central Ontario. 
The impact formed a crater nearly 1500 km wide. The energy transferred by the 
impact might have had important implications for the formation of the basement of 
the North American continent. Revisit the period of heavy bombardment and find 
out how this site provides important evidence about how the geosphere formed.

 4. Greenstone and gold 

  Greenstone belts provide information 
about tectonics and metamorphic events. 
These deformed volcanic belts contain a 
great variety of altered rocks. Hot fluids 
typically migrate through the crust 
during the development of greenstone 
belts. The belts can be rich in metal 
ores. Find out more about metallic ores 
associated with greenstones.
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